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Hybrid materials that are obtained from intercalation of different polar and hydrophilic acid guest molecules

within graphene oxide (GO) have been found to exhibit high proton conductivity. The accommodation of

these guest precursors within the GO interlayer takes place through weak physical forces. PXRD patterns

with enhanced interlayer distance confirmed successful intercalation processes. Raman and IR spectral

data reveal the absence of any covalent bond between the functional groups of the guest and the GO

host. TGA data confirms improved water adsorbing capacity of the hybrids. At ambient conditions and

90% relative humidity (RH), a RH dependent impedance study shows that intercalation of formic acid (FA)

and phosphoric acid (PA) within GO results in �7 times higher proton conductivity compared with

that for the pristine GO sample. The low activation energy values suggest that proton conduction in

the samples is aided by the Grotthuss mechanism. Improvement in the water adsorbing capacity is

primarily responsible for such high proton conductivity. The current study suggests that cheap and

environmentally friendly GO-based intercalated hybrid materials, such as GO/PA and GO/FA with

enhanced proton conductivity, can be appropriate replacements for the expensive Nafion-based solid

electrolytes.
1 Introduction

Efficient solid electrolyte for proton exchange is an essential
component in fuel cells, sensors, chemical lters and biological
transport systems. In fact, the efficiencies or sensitivities of
numerous energy generating systems largely depend on fast
ionic movement.1 Stable, non-toxic, easily processable and
inexpensive carbon based proton conductive solid electrolytes
have drawn recent interest as replacements for the commercial
Naon polymer electrolyte, which has signicant limitations in
terms of high-cost.2 Among various oxidized forms of carbon
materials including fullerene, carbon nanotubes, amorphous
carbon and graphene, the 2D shaped graphene oxide (GO) has
attracted considerable attention because GO's shapes and
chemical structures reveal the best t for the proton conduction
process.3 Due to the oxidation of graphite, the GO surface
becomes functionalized by various oxygen-containing groups,
predominantly hydroxy and epoxy moieties, on both its basal
planes and edges. These structures, in their humidied form,
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can support super rst proton transportation through refor-
mation of hydrogen bonds. The possibility of GO based solid
electrolyte was rst reported by Raidongia et al., who presented
the ionic movement through GO interlayers in aqueous solu-
tion.4 Later, several attempts were made to enhance the proton
conductivity of GO based materials. Some typical enhance-
ments include the development of GO-Naon hybrid, GO-
polydopamine hybrid and GO-sulfonated derivatives.5 High in-
plane proton conductivity was observed in single layer GO
nanosheet.6 This in-plane conductivity was increased further by
increasing the oxygen content or by applying multilayer stack-
ing of the GO nanosheet.7 According to these reports, retention
of epoxy and hydroxyl/carboxyl groups is necessary to improve
water adsorbing capacity and exibility of the conduction
channels. These are the key factors to enhance proton
conductivity. Decrease in proton conductivity is due to blocking
of the epoxy sites by metal ions or by the insertion of bulky
hydrophilic groups into GO moiety.8 Accordingly, in a recent
study we observed the dependency of proton conductivity of
oxidized graphitic materials, on both the oxygen content and
the interlayer distance.9 Intercalating hydrophilic polar
components into the GO interlayer has been proven to improve
water adsorbing capacity, expansion of interlayer distance and
the construction of a more ordered hydrogen bonded network
for easier proton hopping. Based on this fact, in this study, we
have intercalated organic and inorganic acid molecules within
RSC Adv., 2017, 7, 21901–21905 | 21901
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the GO interlayer to generate various GO-hybrids. The proton
conductivity of the as-prepared GO–HNO3 (GO/NA), GO–HCl
(GO/HA), GO–H3PO4 (GO/PA), GO–HCOOH (GO/FA) and GO–
CH3–COOH (GO/AA) reveals the inuence of intercalated groups
on proton transportation. In addition, the GO–NH3 (GO/AM)
hybrid was considered for further understanding the role of
intercalating groups for proton conduction. It was found that
without forming any chemical bonds, the GO-hybrids stabilize
through weak van der Waals forces between the intercalators
and GO. This physical binding results in very high proton
conductivity. Particularly, GO/FA showed highest proton
conductivity (1.7 � 10�2 S cm�1), which was almost 7-fold
higher than that in the similar GO sample (2.4 � 10�3 S cm�1).
Therefore, we propose that GO hybrids with enhanced water
adsorbing capability could be a better replacement of
commercially available proton conductors.
2 Experimental
2.1 Preparation of GO

Modied Hummers' method was used to prepare GO from bulk
graphite powder.10 A 1000 mL beaker containing 1.0 g graphite
powder was placed in an ice bath. Furthermore, 48 mL H2SO4

(97%) and 1.0 g of NaNO3 was carefully added and mixed
homogeneously using a magnetic stirrer for 30 min. Then, 3.0 g
KMnO4 powder was added to the mixture. The temperature of
the mixture was kept below 20 �C for 1 h in a vigorously stirring
condition. The temperature of the mixture was then increased
to 35 �C for 30 min. Subsequently, 180 mL water was slowly
added to the mixture, and this was followed by the temperature
being raised to 95 �C for another 2 h. Finally, 400 mL water and
12 mL H2O2 solution (30%) was added. The mixture was
centrifuged (4000 rpm, 20 min) and the precipitate was washed
with 5% HCl solution once and with deionised water three
times. The precipitate was dried at 60 �C for 24 h. It was then
dispersed in water (0.8 g L�1) under sonication for 2 hours, and
this was followed by discarding the aggregated carbon through
centrifugation at 4000 rpm for 1 hour.
Fig. 1 Characterization of GO and GO-hybrids. (a) AFM image of GO
and GO/PA, (b) Raman spectra of GO and GO/PA, (c) powder XRD
pattern of GO and GO-hybrids and (d) TGA data of GO and GO-hybrid
after 2 h incubation at 80% RH.
2.2 Preparation of GO-hybrid

GO-hybrids were prepared by mixing GO dispersion (0.8 g L�1)
with intercalators in a weight ratio of intercalators : GO as
1 : 0.08. The mixing was aided by mild ultrasonication. In
a typical method, 10 mL GO dispersion (0.8 g L�1) was mixed
with 0.12 mL (0.26 mol L�1) FA, 0.21 mL (0.15 mol L�1) PA, 0.1
mL (0.12 mol L�1) HA, 0.23 mL (0.15 mol L�1) NA, 0.17 mL
(0.17 mol L�1) AA and 0.5 mL (0.12 mol L�1) AM in order to
prepare GO/FA, GO/PA, GO/HA, GO/NA, GO/AA and GO/AM
respectively. We prepared different composites with different
compositions of GO and acid. However, we found that hybrids
made from the as-mentioned ratio in general, revealed stable
formation of hybrids and optimum conductivity. GO and GO/
hybrid papers were prepared by ltering 10 mL of the respec-
tive solutions using a membrane lter (0.4 mm pore size, Merck
Millipore) under reduced pressure and successive vacuum
drying. During ltration, the paper was made by stacking the
21902 | RSC Adv., 2017, 7, 21901–21905
nanosheets over each other. The paper needed not to be
calendared by applying any external pressure in order to control
the thickness. For GO/comb electrode fabrication, a comb-
shaped gold electrode was soaked with one drop (0.15 mL) of
dilute GO dispersion, followed by vacuum drying for 1 h.
GO-hybrid comb electrodes also were prepared by the same
procedure.
2.3 Proton conductivity measurement

The proton conductivities of the GO and GO-hybrids were
measured by the four probe AC method, using an impedance/
gain phase analyzer (Solartron 1260) over the frequency range
from 1 to 106 Hz. A very high (>108 U) resistance of the bare
comb electrode conrmed the absence of any parasitic imped-
ance contribution. Proton conductivity (s) was calculated
according to s ¼ (1/R) � (d/A) where, R, d and A represent the
resistance (radius of the semicircular curve of the Nyquist plot),
distance between two combs and the area of the samples.
3 Results and discussion

Characterizations of GO and GO-hybrids conrm the presence
of intercalated molecules at the GO interlayer (Fig. 1). Fig. 1a
shows the AFM images of GO and GO/PA, where the GO surface
seems to be smoother than that of GO/PA. This difference in
surface morphology arises from the presence of PO4

3� or other
related products at the interlayer.11 No shi in the band (D and
G) position or band intensity ratio in Raman spectra (Fig. 1b) of
GO and GO/PA conrms the absence of chemical bonds
between GO and intercalated molecules.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017
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The PXRD patterns of GO and GO-hybrids are shown in
Fig. 1c. The interlayer distance of GO is calculated to be 7.7 �A,
whereas all GO-hybrid samples showed a broad peak at the
lower 2q angle, associated with the increase in the interlayer
distance (Table 1). The increment in the interlayer distance
indicates the presence of bulky intercalated ions.12 Maximum
interlayer distance of 11.3�A was observed for GO/PA. TGA of GO
and GO-hybrid samples aer 2 h incubation at 80% relative
humidity (RH) are shown in Fig. 1d. For all samples, the weight
losses up to a temperature of 100 �C imply the presence of
adsorbed (inter-lamellar) water molecules. The quantity of
weight loss at 100 �C is presented in Table 1. At 80% RH, the
amount of water adsorbed by GO-hybrids is much higher than
that for GO. Among the GO hybrids, GO/PA possesses the
highest water uptaking capacity as 42.35%. This value is almost
2.9 times higher than that for GO. At 100–200 �C, the weight loss
represents the decomposition of functional groups. Compared
with GO, higher weight losses for all GO hybrids at high
temperatures also indicate the presence of excess intercalated
water molecules in the hybrids.

IR spectra in Fig. 2 show the presence of various functional
groups in GO and GO hybrids. Characteristic peaks for GO at
1720, 1635 and 1050 cm�1 indicate the stretching frequencies of
–C]O (carboxyl and carbonyl), –COH and –C–O–C– functional
groups. The broad intense band at 3350 cm�1 indicates the
presence of hydroxyl groups. Retention of all peaks aer inter-
calation conrms the presence of oxygenated sites in GO-
Table 1 Interlayer distance and % weight loss at 100 �C of GO and GO
hybrids

Sample
name

Interlayer
distance

% weight
loss at 100 �C

GO 7.7 �A 15.03
GO/FA 7.9 �A 37.35
GO/HA 8.0 �A 17.76
GO/AM 8.9 �A 22.81
GO/AA 7.9 �A 22.84
GO/PA 11.3 �A 42.35
GO/NA 11.2 �A 17.45

Fig. 2 IR spectra of GO and GO-hybrids.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017
hybrids, which are consistent with previous reports.13 In addi-
tion, GO-hybrids show the presence of characteristic peaks for
some other groups, which are absent in GO. This observation
indicates the existence of intercalated species in the hybrids.
For example in GO/PA, strong peaks at 990 cm�1 and 1130 cm�1

for P–O stretching can be assigned for the existence of the PO4
3�

group.14

Results for proton conductivity measurements of GO and
GO-hybrids are shown in Fig. 3. The Nyquist plots (Fig. 3a) ob-
tained from tting the real (Z0) and imaginary parts (Z00) of
impedance for GO/FA at 30 �C and 30–90% RH have been found
to take the shape of distorted semicircular curves with the
appearance of a second circle. This pattern indicates a proton
driven conductivity. The proton-oriented conductivity was
further conrmed from isotopic effects.15 RH-dependent proton
conductivity of GO and GO-hybrids at room temperature is
shown in Fig. 3b. Proton conduction of all samples increases
with respect to RH. It has been found that GO/FA and GO/PA
show higher conductivity than that for GO, whereas the values
slightly decrease for GO/HA, GO/NA and GO/AA. The conduc-
tivity is much lower for GO/AM. The highest value of proton
conductivity is displayed by GO/FA. The conductivities of GO
and GO/FA are increased from 9.4� 10�7 and 9.7� 10�6 S cm�1

at 40% RH to 2.4 � 10�3 and 1.7 � 10�2 S cm�1 at 90% RH,
respectively. At room temperature and 90% RH, proton
conductivity of GO/PA, GO/NA, GO/HA, GO/AA and GO/AM are
1.1 � 10�2, 2.1 � 10�3, 2.3 � 10�3, 1.9 � 10�3 and 8.4 � 10�4 S
cm�1 respectively. Proton conduction within the as-prepared
hybrids is in the order of GO/FA > GO/PA >> GO > GO/HA >
GO/NA > GO/AA >> GO/AM. Table 2 presents the proton
conductivity of GO and GO hybrids at R.T and 90% RH.
Fig. 3 Proton conductivity measurements of GO and GO-hybrids.
Nyquist plots for GO/FA hybrid (a); proton conductivity of the GO and
GO-hybrids with respect to RH at RT (b); temperature-dependent
conductivities of the GO and GO-hybrids at 60% RH (c) and Arrhenius
plot for ln(sT) vs. T�1 for activation energy (d).

RSC Adv., 2017, 7, 21901–21905 | 21903
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Table 2 Proton conductivity and activation energy of GO and GO
hybrids

Sample
name

Proton conductivity
at 25 �C and 90 RH (S cm�1)

Activation energy
Ea (eV)

GO 2.4 � 10�3 0.12
GO/FA 1.7 � 10�2 0.14
GO/HA 2.3 � 10�3 0.15
GO/AM 8.4 � 10�4 0.17
GO/AA 1.9 � 10�3 0.13
GO/PA 1.1 � 10�2 0.13
GO/NA 2.1 � 10�3 0.15

Scheme 1 Schematic for the distance between two GOwalls in GO (a)
and GO-hybrid (b). Intercalated molecules are randomly distributed at
the GO interlayer, which is responsible for the increasing interlayer
distance. (C) Proposed proton conduction pathway through the GO-
hybrid.
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Fig. 3c shows the temperature dependent proton conductivity at
60% RH.

An increase in conductivity values with temperature was
observed for all samples. At 10 �C and 60% RH, the s values for
GO and GO/FA were found to be 2.7 � 10�5 and 8.1 � 10�5 S
cm�1, respectively; the conductivities at 40 �C reached 7.1 �
10�4 and 3.4 � 10�4 S cm�1, respectively. Activation energies
(Ea) of proton conduction through GO and GO-hybrids have
been measured from the Arrhenius plots of ln(sT) versus T�1

(Fig. 3d). Respective activation energy values are presented in
Table 2. Low Ea values (0.12–0.17 eV) of GO and GO-hybrids
suggest that all the samples conduct protons through the
Grotthuss mechanism. Moreover, insignicant differences in Ea
among GO and GO-hybrids revel that their proton conduction
mechanisms does not change due to intercalation.

Although it is expected that intercalation with polar hydro-
philic groups on the GO interlayer will increase GO's proton
conductivity, it is observed that only PA and FA can increase the
proton conductivity while locating within the GO layers. Inter-
calation of NA, HA and AA causes a slight decrease in the proton
conductivity. Compared with GO, the high proton conductivity
of GO/PA and GO/FA can be explained in terms of (i) increase in
water adsorbing capacity and (ii) hydration behaviour and
hydration dynamics inside the GO walled channels. Proton
conductivity is directly related to the amount of adsorbed water.
The extent of water content in GO, GO/PA, GO/FA at 80% RH
(Fig. 1d) indicates a signicant improvement of the water
adsorbing capacity due to the intercalation of PA and FA.
Compared with GO, about 2.8 and 2.5 times higher water
content is observed in GO/PA and GO/FA, respectively. The
hydrophilic sites (PO4

3�, COOH) of the intercalated precursors
have very high capability for xing water molecules. Therefore,
in addition to the oxygenated sites in GO, the hydrophilic
groups of intercalated molecules support the hydrogen bond
reformation process in a faster manner in between the
humidied layers of GO/PA and GO/FA. Moreover, Powder XRD
patterns in Fig. 1c show the expansion of the interlayers due to
the insertion of intercalated molecules between two GO walls
(Scheme 1a and b). Previously, we also found that sulfate groups
and g-hydroxy sulphonic acid groups are chemically inactive
towards GO.11,16 The hydrophilic sites of both the GO and
intercalators remain unchanged in GO/PA and GO/FA (Fig. 2)
while being stabilized by weak forces. This type of stabilization
is technically desirable as chemical bond formation diminishes
21904 | RSC Adv., 2017, 7, 21901–21905
the fundamental properties of GO by blocking epoxy and
hydroxyl groups. The amount of hydrophilic sites in GO/PA and
GO/FA are higher due to the presence of intercalated groups at
the interlayer. Therefore, PA and FA intercalation not only
increase the oxygenated sites and hydrophilicity of GO, but also
attribute exibility to the GO interlayer. It seems that the
reformation of hydrogen bonds is not affected by the presence
of intercalated molecules; in contrast the generated exible
cavity can enhance the conductivity (Scheme 1c). The low Ea
values reveal the occurrence of the ‘Grotthuss mechanism’ for
proton conduction through the GO-hybrids, indicating a possi-
bility of the materials being used for practical application.
Intercalation of HA, NA, AA within the GO interlayer was asso-
ciated with an increase in interlayer distance, but it failed to
improve GO's proton conductivity. Two major facts are deemed
to be responsible for this contradictory issue. First, through the
intercalation of acid molecules, favourable polar sites in the GO
interlayer are generated. However, there exists a possibility of
negatively charged oxygenated sites in GO being masked due to
their attachment with the H+ ions dissociated from the acid
molecules. This fact can result in the lowering of water uptake
capacity.6 Second, bulky hydrophobic parts connected to
hydrophilic sites can create a barrier in the proton conduction
channel. We propose that both these issues are associated with
the dissociation constant of the acid molecules and the number
of carbons in the chains. However, more precise investigations
and ndings are beyond our experimental capacity at this
moment. IR spectra conrm the decrease in the number of
oxygen functional sites in the case of GO/NA and GO/HA. TGA
data also implies that compared with GO/PA or GO/FA, the
water adsorbing capacity of HO/HA and GO/NA is lower. For GO/
AA, we propose that dissociation of the acid molecules at
humidied conditions plays the major role for the loss in
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017
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conductivity. In order to clarify this fact, we also studied an AM
intercalated GO hybrid.

The GO/AM hybrid displays a proton conductivity 2.8 times
lower than that of GO. The XRD pattern implies that the inter-
layer distance increases, and the retention of the oxygen func-
tional groups is conrmed is from the IR analysis. However, the
low conductivity herein also results from the blocking of the
oxygenated sites by the H+ ion. It is clear that designing an
efficient GO based proton conducting solid electrolyte demands
very specic conditions to be satised, which include
improvement of water adsorbing capacity, increase in the
interlayer distance and ensuring a exible channel to support
faster reformation of hydrogen bonds. Since all these prereq-
uisite conditions are satised by GO/PA and GO/FA, they exhibit
the highest conductivities.

4 Conclusions

GO-hybrids have been prepared successfully by intercalating
hydrophilic acid molecules into the GO interlayer. PXRD data
indicates that interlayer distance increases as the intercalated
hydrophilic molecules locate mainly within the faces of GO. IR
and RAMAN data reveal that the intercalated groups become
attached to the GO nanosheet without forming any chemical
bond. In contrast, weak forces such as van der Waals attrac-
tions and p–p stacking seem to play the key role behind the
stability. Proton conduction within the as prepared hybrids is
in the following order: GO/FA > GO/PA >> GO > GO/HA > GO/NA
> GO/AA >> GO/AM. GO/FA and GO/PA show an almost 7-fold
higher proton conductivity than that of similar GO samples.
The higher degree of adsorbed water due to the presence of
hydrophilic sites at the intercalated acid molecules is respon-
sible for offering an increased number of proton hopping sites,
which is the major factor for the increase in proton conduc-
tivity of GO/FA and GO/PA. Moreover, low activation energy
associated with proton conduction implies that practical
application will be a possibility in near future. The low
conductivity of GO/HA, GO/NA, GO/AA, GO/AM, GO/FA, GO/PA
seems to result from the blocking of GO's hydrophilic sites by
the H+ ion, generated from the dissociation of acid molecules
in humidied conditions.
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